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The Compensation Fund: When, Why, How

u Set up in 2011 after negotiations among stakeholders

u Set at a time when wolves were state listed and 
federally listed 

u Compensation a means to offset the cost on affected 
ranchers who didn’t have the ability to kill wolves in 
response to predation because of their listed status

u Housed under Dept of Agriculture not Dept of Fish and 
Wildlife – decoupled the program from the Wolf Plan



Between 2011 and Now

u Eastern 1/3rd population federally delisted in 2011 by Congress

u Wolves delisted across the entire state under state ESA in 2015

u Wolf Plan the only state policy on conservation and management, 
with lethal provisions:

u Under “chronic depredation” status

u “Caught in the act”

u Self defense

u Chronic depredation status

u Phase I: 4 incidents in 6 months

u Phase II and III: 2 incidents in 9 months

u Who can kill wolves under chronic depredation?

u Affected landowners and their agents

u ODFW and (now) USDA Wildlife Services



Steps Taken for Social Tolerance

u Decreased protections through delisting 
and allowing for killing wolves in response 
to conflict 

u 16 wolves (9% out of our known 178) 
killed by ODFW in 2023 alone

u Increase in poaching instance 
coincides with increase in lethal 
actions

u 100% compensation for loss of livestock

“Livestock producers and bear hunters 
who had been compensated for their 
losses to wolves were not more tolerant 
than their counterparts who alleged a 
loss but received no compensation. 

Our results indicate that deep-rooted 
social identity and occupation are more 
powerful predictors of tolerance of 
wolves than individual encounters with 
these large carnivores” 



Source: 2023 ODFW Annual Wolf Report 

Source: 2022 ODFW Annual Wolf Report 

Statewide Data on Wolf-Livestock Conflicts



• ODFW in their Dec 2023 wolf 
workshop stated that 65% of 
ranchers who faced wolf-livestock 
conflict in a given year faced it only 
once that year. 

• 10 individual producers made up for 
35% of all conflicts in the last 13 
years combined. 

Source: ODFW Dec 2023 wolf workshop presentation 

Statewide Data on Wolf-Livestock Conflicts



Conclusion

u Compensation and lethal actions are both tools in the tool box  but right now, both are 
being used simultaneously for the same event– compensation is for the predation incident 
for which the wolf/wolves can also be killed

u A decade-old program that needs reform and discussion among stakeholders to find 
common ground

u Compensation can promote coexistence and conservation if it is tied to how wolves are 
managed in Oregon:
u Better standard for when wolves are killed

u Sideboards on no. of wolves killed per permit

u Length of the permits


